
Stage 1

Round Count ten, ten, four plus.

Shawn Thorton returns to Ireland to his old homestead in Whittemore.  After being 

met at the train by Mikelene McFline they go to the public house.  Mikelene informs 

Shawn; “Here we pronounce it Cohen.” 

Start standing within touching distance of the right table with rifle in hand loaded 

with ten rounds.  Pistols holstered and loaded with five rounds each, shotgun on left 

table open and empty.  Gun order is rifle, pistol, shotgun. 

Your line is “Here we pronounce it Cohan”. 

At the beep, engage the rifle targets twice each, placing your last two rounds on the 

solitary target in the middle.  Make rifle safe on either table.  From the left table 

engage the pistol targets per rifle instructions. With the S/G knock ‘em down. 



Stage 2

Round count ten, ten, four plus. 

Shawn sees Mary Kate in a field tender her flock. He ask Mikelene ,”Is that for real? 
She couldn’t be.” Mikelene responds, “No, it’s only a mirage brought on by your 
powerful thirst.” 

Pistols holstered with ten rounds.  Rifle loaded with ten rounds staged on right 
table. S/G staged open and empty on right table.  Gun order is pistol, rifle, S/G.  
Start behind left table with hands on pistols. 

Your line is, “It’s only a mirage.”  

At the beep, starting on any target perform a two, three, two, three circular sweep.  
Move to right table and with rifle repeat pistol instructions.  From within grounding 
distance of the right table with S/G knock down the S/G targets.  Static target 
between the S/G’s is not in play.  



Stage 3

Shawn wants to marry Mary Kate but her brother turns him down because Shawn 
purchased Whiteemore from the Widow Tulane, a property Squire Danehere has coveted 
for years.  

Round count is ten, ten , two plus. 

Rifle on left table. S/G on table of choice.  Pistols holstered with five rounds each.  Gun 
order is Rifle, S/G, pistols.  Start standing behind the left table with hands on hat.  

Your line is, “We’re going to get married, aren’t we?  I don’t care what he thinks.”

At the beep, pick up rifle and engage the plate rack for ten rounds.  Any remaining 
rounds are to be placed on the dump target.  Misses on the dump count as misses.  If any 
plates are left after ten rounds you may want to take up golf.  Make rifle safe. You can 
pick up standing targets with S/G from the table. S/G targets may be engaged anywhere 
between the two tables. Make S/G safe.  From right table engage pistol targets in an Irish 
Lawrence Welk sweep



Stage 4

Round count is ten, ten, two plus. 

The good father, Mikelene and Minister Goodfellow start a conspiracy to make Danahere 
approve of the marriage between Mary Kate and Shawn. At the horse race Shawn wins and 
captures the Widow Tulane’s bonnet and receives a big wet smooch and the trophy. The trick 
works and Danehere allows Shawn and Mary Kate to be engaged. 

Pistols loaded with five rounds each and holstered. Rifle loaded with ten rounds staged on 
left table. S/G staged on left table open and empty. Gun order is pistol, rifle, S/G. 

Start standing behind the right table with bonnet in hand. 

Your line is, “To the victor go the spoils.”  

At the beep, drop the bonnet.  With pistols preform a Liberace’ sweep starting on either end. 
4 on one, 3 on two, 2 on three and 1 on four.  Move to left table with rifle knock the plates.  
For a five second bonus place five rounds on the dump plate then engage the plate rack and 
clean it in five rounds.  Make rifle safe.  Targets left standing may be made up with S/G but 
you lose the bonus.  Pick up S/G and engage S/G targets.  S/G targets may be engaged 
anywhere between the two tables.  



Stage 5

Round count. Ten, Ten, Four plus. 

At the reception Danehere finds out he was tricked when he proposes to the Widow 
Tulane and she refuses him. In a fit of anger he takes a cheap shot at John Wayne and 
KO’s him with one punch. He takes Shawn for an easy mark and refuses to pay Mary 
Kate’s dowry. He is sadly mistaken. 

Gun order is rifle, pistol, S/G or Rifle, S/G, pistol. Start with rifle in hand at the start 
plate. S/G staged on table of choice; pistols holstered. 

Your line is, “You got her theft and trickery.”

At the beep, for the first five rounds engage the rifle targets three on one, one on two 
and one on three starting on either end.  For the next five rounds repeat the 
instructions. Yes, you can.  Make rifle safe.  With S/G knock ‘em down.  Make S/G safe 
on table of choice.  With pistols engage targets per rifle instructions.  



Stage 6

Round count is Ten, ten , four plus. 

After listening to his new bride bitch, bitch , bitch about her dowry Shawn has had enough.  
He walks Mary Kate home, five miles. Walking her, pushing her and sometimes dragging 
her.  HE returns to her brother because he broke the contract by welching on the dowry.  
Danehere pays Shawn and Mary Kate walks home to prepare dinner.  Like a woman should.  
Now the fight is on. Shawn and Danehere fight like two Irish brothers in law should.  Shawn 
wins and everyone lives happily ever after. 

Rifle staged on left table. S/G staged on table of choice open and empty.  Pistols loaded 
with five rounds each and holstered.

Your line is, “Bar keep, what time is it?” 

Gun order is rifle not last.

At the beep, engage the rifle targets in two separate one on one, three on two, and one on 
three.  Repeat for the next five rounds.  Yes, you can.  Do the same thing with pistols. Yes, 
you can.  With S/G knock those Leprechauns down.   
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